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any questions please feel free to contact me, thanks! A: OK I finally got the answer! The problem was that you had the
downloaded a file that was unsigned and that was your fault. I assume you already found the virus and removed it properly. Get
an inventory of the drive that was infected with the virus. Get a folder on your computer that will include that folder. Then you

make this folder, not the whole drive. (To do that you go to your start menu to find explorer.exe then right click on it and
choose move in order to move this folder to your desktop. I am assuming you are running Windows.) Then you go to and

download a folder named all or the one you want to test. Next you go to the drive that is infected and open the diskpart program
on it. Go to the disk you want to erase and press ENTER on it. If it is the only disk on that computer you go to drive 0. You will
see the drive there if it's not formatted. You go to format and set the type to NTFS then press ENTER. You will see the NTFS
partition for the drive. You go to its location in the computer and check the properties of the partition and choose the NTFS to
become the file system of the partition. You go to the new partition and remove the NTFS format. You go to the new partition
and create a folder on it. Go to the first folder of that partition and paste the folder you downloaded. You go to the drive where
you previously saved it and repeat the same thing as you did in step 6 of point 1. -If the folder you downloaded is infected on

step 3 of point 2, and you remove the virus, you will also need to do the following steps: Go to the folder you downloaded. Right
click on the newly created folder and click properties Go to the permissions tab. Choose the user you
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